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The Appocalypse
A few decades ago, email fundamentally changed how humans interacted and communicated, and 
the practice of law had to adapt. Now, inboxes are bloated and unmanageable with the average 
professional spending over 17 hours a week1 in email purgatory. Meanwhile, Slack has grown to 
12 million users since 20152 and new ephemeral and short form messaging apps are popping up 
by the day. 

In order to survive this new world of app-ocalypse, practitioners must understand these new 
sources of potentially relevant evidence, the kind of data they are generating, how to formulate a 
strategy to integrate this atypical data into a usable workflow, and what resources are available to 
help them navigate in this brave new world. 

Source: Lori Lewis (@lorilewis)3

1 https://newsroom.carleton.ca/archives/2017/04/20/carleton-study-finds-people-spending-third-job-time-email/

2 https://www.businessinsider.com/slack-daily-active-users-microsoft-teams-2019-10

3 https://twitter.com/lorilewis/status/1103687442727616523
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The changing dataverse
Over the last decade, there has been a steady increase in the volume, variety, and velocity of data 
and formats that are in scope for ediscovery matters. When ediscovery first hit the legal stage, 
a big case might be 100 GB — stored at a cost of $2,500/GB — and data sources might include 
Word, Excel, email, and possibly network shares. Today, a big case might contain terabytes of data, 
in dozens of different formats, all of which must be sifted through to find key pieces of evidence.

While data volumes have increased, the main data sources have remained fairly constant for the 
last 15 years — even the initial focus on cell phone data was limited primarily to call logs, voicemail, 
and text messages. This has changed in the last few years, and today many matters include some 
form of atypical data. 

This is both good news and bad news for legal professionals. The informal nature and perceived 
anonymity of the new applications dominating the market (collaboration tools, ephemeral messag-
ing, and other industry-specific platforms) can offer a richness of content not as present in email 
today. However, finding and accessing that data can present a challenge. 

The app takeover by the numbers
The largest single driver for this data explosion has been the increasing ubiquity of mobile-powered 
business communication. There are now over three billion smartphone users worldwide4, and 
smartphones have become intertwined with doing business.

Habituated to the millions of consumer apps in Apple’s App Store, enterprise users also expect 
a slick interface and user-friendly functionality for their platforms. As companies have attempted 
to cater to this, mobile applications have increasingly become integrated at the enterprise level. 

However, not all of the applications used 
have been approved by the IT department. 
Fifty percent5 of employees use applications 
outside of IT access controls and disaster 
recovery, which can put company data at risk. 
Further, 36%6 of U.S. companies have most of 
their employees using their personal phones 
for work — the BYOD (bring your own device) 
market is set to balloon to over $366B 
by 2022.

4 https://www.statista.com/statistics/330695/number-of-smartphone-users-worldwide/

5 https://www.everestgrp.com/2017-04-eliminate-enterprise-shadow-sherpas-blue-shirts-39459.html/

6 https://syntonic.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/Syntonic-2016-BYOD-Usage-in-the-Enterprise.pdf

50% of employees use 
applications outside of IT access 
controls and disaster recovery
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How are people communicating  
differently today? 
Individual users are driving a rapid adoption of new technology, at a pace not previously encoun-
tered. Technological innovation has created an entirely new ecosystem of communication methods 
that impact business and interpersonal communication and by extension impact how and where 
legal practitioners look for relevant evidence. 

This massive technology influx has shifted how we as legal practitioners search for the key pieces 
of information we use to tell our story to a judge, regulator, or jury. Simply looking at email and 
documents no longer captures all potentially relevant communication and activity. To fully under-
stand the who, what, when, where, and why of a litigation or investigation, a practitioner must dig 
into a wider variety of data types. Skipping atypical data is no longer an option.

Enterprise has increasingly capitalized on the cost savings and efficiency offered by the cloud, 
and as a result legal practitioners must determine where key evidence resides and how best to 
collect it. To defensibly identify and preserve all relevant data, practitioners must understand which 
apps and communication types reside on premise, on an enterprise’s private or hybrid cloud, on 
personal devices, and/or on an application’s cloud. 

Though enterprise-grade collection tools exist, efficiently managing atypical data in a defensible 
manner often requires partnering with an experienced forensic service provider to ensure all 
relevant information is identified and preserved. 

The new data types, outlined below, each have a unique benefit and set of challenges a practitioner 
must consider as they scope their ediscovery efforts. 

Social networking
As the digital economy has become increasingly important to enterprise, so too have social media 
platforms. Organizations and their individual employees rely on LinkedIn, Twitter, Facebook, and 
Instagram to interact directly with potential clients, raise brand awareness, and answer customer 
complaints. This vast digital social footprint at the organizational and individual employee level is 
all potentially discoverable if deemed relevant to a case. 

Social media requires the same consideration as any electronic evidence source and must be 
defensibly preserved. Deleting the incriminating tweet is still spoliation, and managed throughout 
the discovery lifecycle. 
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Collaboration tools
Combining the speed of short form messaging with file sharing capability and real-time collabora-
tion, new business tools like Slack and Microsoft Teams offer improved efficiency and an alternative 
to the morass of email. 

However, because these emerging collaboration tools were not built with discovery in mind, 
managing collaboration tool data in the ediscovery process is complicated. Data exported directly 
from Slack and other tools is nearly undecipherable in its raw format, a file format called JSON. 
Extracting all the relevant information from a multi-person stream with links, reactions, graphics, 
and shared files and then presenting a cohesive picture of the data is complicated. 

vs

Two ways Slack data can appear in ediscovery software
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Short form and text
The instantaneous and informal nature of text messaging in particular often leads to a richness 
of information not seen in the more formal email exchanges. To gather a complete picture of a 
custodian’s activity, especially of the nefarious variety, digging into this sort of data may provide 
significantly more insight than traditional sources. With the increasing relevance of short form and 
mobile data there are some key considerations in a discovery effort. 

 ■ Do I have a legal right to access the data?

 ■ Is the employee using a personal (BYOD) device?

 ■ What model and type of device is being used?

 ■ How is the mobile data backed up (on-prem, in the cloud, or on personal device)?

 ■ Does the forensic tool I want to use support this device and OS version?

 ■ Does the retention policy cover mobile data? 

 ■ What format will the mobile data be presented in for review (parsed vs. a spreadsheet)? 

 ■ Do I have all the passwords I need to access the device and in-scope applications? 

Ephemeral messaging
A new type of short form messaging known as ephemeral messaging is further complicating the 
discovery process by automatically encrypting or destroying messages to erase the digital footprint 
entirely. While most people think of Snapchat and figure it has limited relevance to litigation, new 
business-aimed tools like Wickr, Signal, and Telegram have recently been involved in litigation 
cases. In one case, Uber v. Waymo7, the use of Wickr by all engineering staff in a theft of IP case 
was determined to be intentionally obfuscating and led to an adverse inference. 

It’s possible to collect data from many of the ephemeral messaging tools, with significant cost and 
effort. Generally, there should be ample reason to believe that relevant data is only present in this 
data source before pursuing discovery. 

7 https://fortune.com/2017/12/01/uber-encrypted-messaging-legal-precedents/
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Internet of Things (IoT)
The technology takeover does not stop at human communication. Today many devices are 
web-enabled and create an entire digital footprint. IoT devices include wearable fitness trackers, 
smart cars, smart appliances, smart TVs, and more, and they collect a wealth of information that 
can physically track a person’s location and activities. Recent cases have seen data from fitness 
wearables8, a smart water pump9, home assistants10, and even smart doorbells11. Understanding 
the ease and format of data export from potentially relevant devices is of key importance. 

Localized international apps
The geographic location of an organization or custodian also impacts which applications may be 
relevant. There are over one billion active users of China’s WeChat12, with many professionals using 
the app far more frequently than email. Much of Europe and South America is reliant on WhatsApp 
or Facebook Messenger13. Understanding the communication methodology unique to the region, 
a custodian, or organization is important. 

New data requires a new approach 
In order to gather the facts necessary to tell a story to the regulator or in the courtroom, matters 
today require practitioners to look at more data sources. The informal, rapid-fire, short-format 
nature of apps (and specifically Slack communication) makes them a treasure trove for identifying 
potentially highly relevant data in ediscovery. The days of estimating a case cost purely by multi-
plying the number of custodians by the number of years by the estimated GB of email are long 
gone, and a more precise approach — more akin to laparoscopic surgery vs. triage — is necessary. 

Understanding how your organization communicates and conducts business will enable you to 
construct a plan to manage the burgeoning data volumes. A linear approach of throwing as many 
attorneys in a room and going page by page through the data is no longer going to cut it.

Getting the big picture of how people are actually communicating is critical and requires a deeper 
investigative approach than simply requesting a data map from IT. Practitioners must engage 
in conversations with key custodians across a variety of business functions to ensure that they 
understand and are collecting from all relevant communication channels. 

8 https://www.cnn.com/2017/04/25/us/fitbit-womans-death-investigation-trnd/index.html

9 https://www.wateronline.com/doc/smart-water-meter-considered-evidence-murder-case-0001

10 https://techcrunch.com/2018/11/14/amazon-echo-recordings-judge-murder-case/

11 https://www.washingtonpost.com/technology/2019/08/28/doorbell-camera-firm-ring-has-partnered-with-police-forces-extending-

surveillance-reach/?arc404=true

12 https://www.statista.com/statistics/255778/number-of-active-wechat-messenger-accounts/

13 https://www.similarweb.com/blog/mobile-messaging-app-map-january-2019
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Use insights gained from each data source to refine the scope of data reviewed in new sources. 
For example, key dates and communication maps found in Slack can help refine what emails 
you review.

With all of this new data comes a whole litany of problems: challenges authenticating the veracity 
of data; knowing where to look and how to access the right data; how to export and ultimately get 
the data into a format that is reviewable; and prioritizing the information.

Not every vendor was created equal in supporting these new data types. Due to the costly and 
time-consuming issues caused by partnering with an unqualified provider, this capability gap 
sometimes means partnering with an inferior provider simply because they could better parse 
and visualize a certain data format.

Best practices for scoping ediscovery today:
 ■ Ask key custodians and members of their team what tools are used to communicate. 
Prioritize key custodians’ data sources based on frequency and type of communication. 

 ■ Determine situations when certain tools may be used (work-related texts or Slack messages 
are often sent after hours). 

 ■ Inquire where various data sources reside (on-premise, in iCloud, on backup servers).

 ■ Determine how employees are using new data types (social communication vs work product). 

 ■ Research what kind of licenses the enterprise has for each tool (some licenses are limited 
in what data is exportable). 

 ■ Find out if any of the custodians deal with structured data sources (IoT, databases like 
Salesforce, or trading platforms). 

Key dates and communication 
maps found in Slack can help 
refine what emails you review.
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Don’t do it alone in the new dataverse
In order to get to the highly relevant information shared within these atypical data sources, you 
need a strategic approach that factors in your specific enterprise’s communication methodology, 
and aligns your organization with a partner who can create a workflow that reduces time to insight 
without costing you a fortune. 

The process of data identification, defensible collection, and complex forensic analysis is increas-
ingly burdensome as practitioners attempt to keep pace with the explosion of new potentially 
relevant data sources. Lawyers are not generally forensic experts, nor should they have to be in 
order to practice law. 

Atypical data sources makes having the right forensic experts increasingly important. Whether you 
need a mobile expert to extract data, someone to conduct a forensic investigation of insider threats, 
or an expert to testify on forensic reports, knowing where to look and who to trust is essential.

There are a variety of forensic tools today that are capable of extracting highly relevant data 
when used in a defensible manner by an expert who is keeping pace with the rapidly evolving 
dataverse. Industry-leading tools like Forensic Toolkit (FTK), Cellebrite, X1, EnCase, and others 
each have strengths and weaknesses when applied to the varied data sources currently facing 
legal practitioners. To address all your domestic and international forensic needs seamlessly, it is 
important to have resources that understand these capabilities and limitations.

What got you here won’t carry you into the 
brave new digital world

“It’s not the strongest or the most intelligent who will survive,  
but those who can best manage change.”  — Charles Darwin

Relying on the tools, methods, and people that got us here is not enough to navigate a rapidly 
evolving world where self-destructing text messages, emojis, GIFs, and Slack messages contain 
the smoking gun. 

Legal practitioners today are overwhelmed when it comes to navigating the tsunami of potentially 
relevant data. Data volumes continue to grow at an exponential pace with no signs of abating, 
and the technology that practitioners are using to manage and extract insights from data is often 
outdated and underpowered for the task at hand.

Enterprise and law firms alike need to have a partner that is looking to the future and innovating 
at the same velocity as the world around them. The key today is to partner with the right team of 
experts, as the universe is evolving too rapidly to hang on to the status quo. Those that are inno-
vating now will see continued growth while the firms that delay will see their books of business 
diminish over time. 


